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Abstract. In this paper a discussion of the systematics of the Iberian small lizards assigned to the genus Podarcis is presented. The existence of a common ancestor close to Podarcis muralis is suggested, being supported the Klemmer’s model of glacial refuge (1957). It is pled that the Würm’s glaciation was the major determinant of the selective pressures that led to the appearance of all the local forms. The constraints imposed by the last glaciation would have caused the geographical isolation of some populational nuclei. These, by means of the founder effect and in the face of different selective pressures, would have originated different genetic units. A mosaic distribution conditioned by a group of selective pressures as the nature of the substratum, altitude, temperature and salinity is suggested for the species of the genus Podarcis. Behaviour is presented as a determinant of these lizards’ very high morphological variability. Finally, some approaches, which are believed to contribute to clarify this problem, are suggested.
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Introduction

Three species of small lizards of the genus Podarcis are usually referred for Iberia: Podarcis muralis, Podarcis bocagei and Podarcis hispanica. These three species correspond, in general, to the three following morphotypes:

**morphotype 1**: head depressed with convex supra ocular plates, longitudinal dark lines on the sub-maxillaries, frequent dark ventral pigmentation; usually associated to mountain habitats, may however be found in coastal and insular biotopes in the Cantabrian region.

**morphotype 2**: robust, relatively shorter snout, tall head, convex supra-ocular plates; generally associated to coastal and mountain rocky habitats; in humanised areas seems to prefer the soil.

**morphotype 3**: fragile, relatively sharper snout, flat head, plane supra-ocular plates; usually associated to sandy and plain biotopes; in humanised areas it seems to prefer stone walls; more heliophilous than the previous ones.

In the case of females and of juveniles and sub-adults these criteria become particularly difficult to apply.

To the “morphotype 1” is generally associated the specific restrictive muralis, to “morphotype 2”, the restrictive bocagei, and to “morphotype 3”, the restrictive hispanica.

History of the Systematic of the Genus

The distribution area of the family Lacertidae is
restricted to the Old World. Its members have diurnal habits and are well adapted to a wide range of habitats, from sandy and rocky coasts to high altitude mountains.

The fossil record of the lacertids is too fragmentary to provide any useful information on the phylogenetic relationships within the family. Therefore, all the speculation about this subject is based on the comparative study of the present forms.

It is Linnaeus who, in 1758, formalises the genus Lacerta, with the following characteristics:

_corpus tetrapodum, caudatum muddum,

Later, in 1830, Wagler differentiates, within the genus Lacerta, the subgenus Podarcis:

_nares in apice canthi rostrals intra suturas trium scutellorum supra primum scutum labiale; tempora Zootaeae, reliqua Lacertae; collare. (Dentes palatini nulli.).

In 1973 Arnold promotes Podarcis to genus.

Since last century the systematic of the three Iberian species of small lizards presently included in the genus Podarcis has been matter of intense discussion, arousing the growing interest of several generations of naturalists.

Podarcis muralis is described in 1768 by Laurenti:

_Seps muralis LAURENTI, Synops. Rept.: 61; Taf. 1, Fig. 4. Terra typica restricta (MERTENS & L. MÜLLER 1928): Wien (MERTENS and WERMUTH, 1960).

Podarcis hispanica is described in 1870 by Steindachner, as a variety of Lacerta oxycephala:


However, in 1886, Bedriaga considers it a subspecies of Lacerta muralis:


Podarcis bocagei is described in 1884 (1887?) by SEOANE as a form of Lacerta muralis:

_Lacerta muralis, Laur. var. Bocagei, nov. var.
Comunisimo en toda Galicia. Esta forma, intermedia entre muralis fusca y muralis pyliusensis se diferencia de la primera, por el dorso que es de color verde, y de la segunda por que los flancos son pardos, además de los caracteres que espondré al describirla. Impongo a esta variedad el nombre de mi excelente amigo, el Sr. Barboza du Bocage, Director del Museo zoológico de Lisboa, y actualmente Ministro de Negocios extranjeros del vecino reino.
1884 LACERTA MURALIS BOCAGEI SEOANE, Id. Loc. Sch.: 18-19.


Méhely (1907, 1909 and 1910), working only with the small lacertids commonly named as "wall lizards" by the Anglo-Saxons, separates them into two groups: Archaeolacertae and Neolacertae.

Boulenger (1916) divides the Palearctic forms of the genus Lacerta into five sections or subgenera: Lacerta s.str., Gallotia, Zooteca, Thelia and Podarcis. In the later subgenus he includes all forms Méhely (op. cit.) had placed in both groups, Neo- and Archaeolacertae, not accepting that author’s classification.

Later researches, however, brought some support to Méhely’s division (op. cit.). Thus, Boulenger’s subgenus Podarcis is divided by MERTENS in 1921 into two subgenera - Podarcis s. str. and Archaeolacertae, which are equivalent to, respectively, the Neo- and Archaeolacertae previously considered.

Due to the high morphological similarity among the species of the subgenus Podarcis, it is difficult to establish taxonomic relationships among them. Several subdivi-
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Arnold (1973), in an attempt to optimise a natural classification system for the lacertids included in the genera *Lacerta*, *Algyroides*, and *Psammodromus*, elevates *Podarcis* to the generic level, based essentially on osteologic and hemipenis morphological characteristics.

In this genus were placed all species belonging to the previous subgenus *Podarcis*, except *Lacerta fugesi*, which is considered by Arnold (op. cit.) to be closer to the genus *Lacerta*, and included in the section named as part II, although he does not consider it very typical. The author also includes in this genus the species *Podarcis peloponnesiaca*, an endemic species of the south of Greece, very close to *Podarcis erhardii*, which Klemmer (1957) had rejected in his classification for having considered it of *incertae sedis*.

Let us now go backwards. In 1920 Boulenger disagrees with the initial proposal from Steinhardt (1870), who considered *hispanica* as a variety of *Lacerta oxycephala*, therefore an *Archeolacerta* in the sense of Méhely (1907). In fact Boulenger (op. cit.) considers *hispanica* to be a form closer to *idilepis*, a *muralis* variety. Accordingly, as was said before, Bedriaga (1886) had considered *hispanica* a subspecies of *Lacerta muralis*.

Twenty years later, Mertens and Muller (1940) include the *hispanica* form again in the subgenus *Archeolacerta*.

Nevertheless, in 1959 Klemmer supports that there is no reason why *Lacerta hispanica* should not be included in the subgenus *Podarcis* and, as was seen before, in 1973 Arnold includes this species in the new genus *Podarcis*.

Still within this genus, Arnold (op. cit.) considers the pair *Podarcis hispanica* - *Podarcis muratis* to be the pair of species with more affinities within the group, due to the morphological relationship between the hemipenes, that suggests an intimate phylogenetic relationship and separates them from all other species of the genus. Still based in these two species hemipenian morphology, that approaches them to the genus *Lacerta*, this author suggests that the members of this pair are the most primitives of the genus *Podarcis*.

It is important to point out that Boulenger (1905, 1913, 1920) presented *Podarcis muratis* as an only species,
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fragmented into a multitude of varieties, closely related among themselves, and consequently difficult to distinguish.

Let us consider now the form *bocagii*, described in 1884 (1885?) by Victor Lopez Seoane as a variety of *Lacerta muralis*, and accepted as such by Boulenge in posterior works (see v.g. Boulenge, 1905 and 1920).

Cyren (1934) was the first author to attribute it a specific level: *Lacerta bocagii* (sic).

Mertens and Muller (1940) agree with Cyren's classification (op. cit.), as well as Klemmer (1957).

Nonetheless, two years later, Klemmer (1959) states that there are no significant differences between Steindachner's *hispanica* form and Seoane's *bocagii*, and that the only character which would differentiate the two forms would be the Seoane's form green based coloration. Consequently, the highest level that should be attributed to this form would be the subspecific one, therefore *Lacerta hispanica bocagii*.

In 1973, in the already mentioned work by Arnold, this author accepts Klemmer's opinion (1959), not mentioning *Podarcis bocagii* as a good species. Though, in the same work, Arnold refers to a Klemmer's personal communication that indicates that *Podarcis hispanica* may not be simply just one species.

For Guillaume (1976) and Guillaume et al. (1976) *Podarcis muralis* and *Podarcis hispanica* are good species, in the face of biochemical criteria.

In fact, Arnold and Burton in 1978 already recognise specific status to *Podarcis bocagii*.

Consequently, *Podarcis muralis* - *Podarcis hispanica* - *Podarcis bocagii* became the triad of largest affinity within the genus *Podarcis*. These species have been considered good species thereafter, and will be referred to from now on in this work as *muralis complex*.

Recently, some authors have described several forms of these three species, to which subspecific status has been attributed (see v.g. Perez-Mellado, 1981; Vicente, 1985; Guillaume, 1987).

Geographical Distribution

*Podarcis muralis* - European circum-Mediterranean distribution, limited at north by the French and Belgian coasts of the English Channel, to Rhine’s mouth. From there, this river, jointly with its tributary Main, become an efficient barrier. Thus, the most northern populations are found in the Bohemia forest, in Sudety, Beskids and Carpathians, to the Black Sea Romanian coast. In the south, this species distribution area extends as far as the Cantabrian system, in Iberia, having from the Pyrenean Mountains to the Black Sea, the Mediterranean coast of continental Europe as border.

*Podarcis hispanica* - Iberia and Southwest France; Northwest Africa.

*Podarcis bocagii* - Northwest Iberia, limited at south by the Central System mountains; possibly, some isolated nuclei south of Tagus valley.

Biogeographic Evolution

In Iberia there are not known any fossil records that could be related to the small lizards of *muralis complex*. Consequently, only in the face of the knowledge on the geomorphological and climatic evolution of the Mediterranean region, can their distribution and diversity patterns in Iberia be discussed, and, in a more general way, of the small lizards of the genus *Podarcis* within their overall extensive distribution area.

The geographical identity of Iberia, that results from the presence of very well defined natural barriers, turns the analysis of the evolution of its fauna and flora communities into something extremely interesting. In fact, it can be considered that for the Iberian communities, the rising of natural barriers has played a fundamental role on their evolution.

Iberia constitutes, at least since the Cretaceous, an independent tectonic microplate (Agueda et al., 1977). In Eocene and Oligocene, were already present in Europe many of the now existing families of amphibians and reptiles. Nevertheless, before Eocene’s end, there must have existed higher affinity between Iberian and French faunas, due to the fact that the Pyrenees might have not constituted such an important barrier (Crusafont,
1958). For most authors, the most important phenomena in order to explain the Iberian species present distribution, would have taken place in the end of Tertiary, between Oligocene and Pliocene, and during Quaternary (Escriva, 1987).

Thus, all data available points to the *muralis complex* history having taken place mainly after Palaeocene, or, with high probability, in more recent times. Therefore, it is convenient to refer to some important data related to the geomorphological and climatic evolution of the Mediterranean region, in particular of the Iberia.

Geomorphology

According to Salvador (1974), during Eocene the Mediterranean would have been connected to the Atlantic through the Ebro valley and Pyrenean region. Nonetheless, this fact appears not to be completely demonstrated.

Between Eocene and Oligocene would have occurred Alpine movements, inducing a new Pyrenean elevation and, during Miocene, the connection between Mediterranean and Atlantic would have been established, through the Strait of Gibraltar.

At Miocene’s end the Iberian Peninsula and the African continent would have been connected again, through the Betica Ar-Rif mountain range. Only in Pliocene’s beginning the separation would have become definitive.

The extension of emerged lands would have been larger during the glaciation peaks than today, in result of the lower sea level, which would have been between 120 and 150 m below the present values (Brown and Gibson, 1983).

Climate

In the beginning of Tertiary the temperature would have been, all over Europe, higher than today. Afterwards a gradual lowering would have taken place and, in Pliocene, the temperature should have been similar to the present ones (Crespo, 1979).

In what refers to humidity, Middle Eocene and Early Miocene should have been humid and Late Eocene, Early Oligocene and Late Miocene should have been arid (Nairn, 1961).

The knowledge of the Quaternary glaciations is fundamental to the understanding of the Palaeartic faunas’ recent history. The most referred to is the Würm’s glaciation. There is unanimity on the fact that the most severe climatic conditions would have taken place during the last glaciation (between 25000 and 13000 BP) (Blondel, 1986). These conditions would have been such that south of the glacial ice cap, which extended as far as Thames, most of Middle Europe would have been covered by open areas and steppes, with rare woody heliophilous (*Pinus*, *Juniperus*, *Ephedra*).

Thus, in Quaternary the temperature would have strongly lowered. It is believed that during the last glaciation temperatures were 3 to 7° C lower than today. Precipitation levels would also have been relatively lower – 20 to 60% lower than the present ones (Crespo, 1979).

However, Cheylan (1981), based in the analysis of a multitude of palaeoclimatic indicators of France’s Quaternary, concludes that the Würmian coolings should have been more moderate than was thought, or that, at least, during the glaciations peaks some mild climate regional focuses, of the Mediterranean type, would have remained.

In fact, during Würm’s glaciation, the Mediterranean region would not have been evenly cold and dry. Recently, the existence of numerous episodes of temperate forest was demonstrated by Beaulieu and Reille (1984). Deciduous forests and associated faunas would have taken refuge at medium altitude, on the mountains that contour the present Mediterranean area and in lower coastal areas today immersed, as well as at river valleys. However, these refuges would still have been spatially limited and relatively few. The existence in all times of Mediterranean vegetation foci, of the maquis type, already suggested by Pons (1981), is also confirmed.
Evolution of *muralis complex*

Given the absence of fossil records assigned to the genus *Podarcis*, almost nothing is known on its evolutionary history. Thus, all the following discussed hypotheses are to be faced as mere speculation.

Therefore, being speculative hypotheses, caution is needed as far as their logical value is concerned. Usually, speculation on evolutionary processes, given the lack of empirical data, is based on the development of mediate inferences, many times formal sequences of the poikilostrophic type, in which partial conclusions become premises of subsequent inferences. It is important to notice that an inference may be formally correct without the premises being necessarily true; obviously, the fact of an inference being correct does not guarantee the truth of the conclusion. Nevertheless, it is to the opposite type of reasoning that the evolutionary theorizing is more vulnerable: the errors of the paralogistic type constitute the biggest danger for the evolutionary speculation.

In this discussion we will consider the three species of *muralis complex* and *Podarcis hispanica vaucheri*, which is, according to some authors, a key element on the Iberian *Podarcis* speciation (see V. Vives-Balmaña, 1980).

In order to briefly discuss some ideas on the evolution of the species of *muralis complex*, it is important to start from the statement of some premises, which, in this context, will assume the logical value of postulates (despite the fact that some of them are discussible):

1. The three Iberian species of *muralis complex* are good species;
2. There is a strong phylogenetic affinity among the three species of *muralis complex*;
3. The homogeneity and continuity of the genus *Podarcis* suggest a recent origin or expansion (Arnold, 1973);
4. About 30% of the Iberian herpetofauna is endemic, fact that can be attributable to two basic reasons:
   a) Pyreneans are in fact an effective barrier, or,
   b) Independently of the existence of effective geographical barriers, the ecological specific conditions of Iberia would be enough to induce speciation processes on the local faunas;

[4 a) and 4 b) are inclusive disjunct propositions]

5. *Podarcis muralis* exists in Europe but not in Africa;
6. *Podarcis bocagel* is endemic;
7. *Podarcis hispanica* exists in Iberia and North Africa;
8. *Podarcis muralis* is a cryophilic and hygrophilous species, and occupies Pyrenean and pre-Pyrenean areas;
9. *Podarcis bocagel* is a frequently a cryophilic and hygrophilous species, usually occupying habitats similar to the ones occupied by *Podarcis muralis*;
10. *Podarcis hispanica* is a typical Mediterranean species, preferring warm and dry climates, although having Pyrenean penetrations in sunny and dry enclaves.

From a formal point of view there are three possible evolutionary proposals:

1. the common ancestor of the present species of *muralis complex* is *Podarcis muralis* or a close form;
2. the common ancestor of the present species of *muralis complex* is *Podarcis bocagel* or a close form;
3. the common ancestor of the present species of *muralis complex* is *Podarcis hispanica* or a close form;

From a logical point of view, these proposals are exclusive disjunct propositions.

Due to the fact that the family Lacertidae is restricted to the Old World, the two following hypotheses (mutually exclusive) referring to the geographical origin of the species of *muralis complex* can be accepted:
1. The mother-form would be European;

2. The mother-form would be North African.

Let us discuss these two hypotheses on the geographical origin of the mother-form of the three species.

If we admit the hypothesis of it being European, then, given its circum-Mediterranean distribution, it should be closer to Podarcis muralis. This leads to the first evolutionary proposal. Later, Podarcis hispanica (or an ancestor) would have passed to the north of Africa, where it would have differentiated into Podarcis hispanica vaucheri.

If, on the contrary, the mother-form is North African, then, the same reason that previously led to considering it as closer to Podarcis muralis, leads now to supposing it as closer to Podarcis hispanica. This supports the suggestion that Podarcis hispanica vaucheri (or an ancestor) would have invaded the Iberian Peninsula, where something similar to the evolutionary proposal n° 3 could have happened.

Until now we have not considered the hypothesis of an Iberian origin for this group, which, in a merely formal perspective, is equally valid.

The scenery could have been as follows: considering that Podarcis muralis and Podarcis bocagei seem to constitute the morphologically most coherent pair, from the geographical point of view, Podarcis muralis (or an ancestor closer to Podarcis bocagei) would have occupied the mountain ranges of the north-east of Iberian Peninsula, penetrating, through Pyrenean Mountains, into the south of France and occupying the whole Mediterranean basin, speciating in the European Mediterranean peninsulas. Towards North Africa, Podarcis bocagei or an ancestor, would have crossed the Betica-Ar-Rif Massif during the Pliocene transgression.

However, Crespo (1979) suggests that whole of the species which are common to Iberian Peninsula and Europe had origin out of the Peninsula, pleading that there is nothing that indicates that the Peninsula might have been the centre of origin for any of them. Our agreement with Crespo's suggestion (op. cit.) leads us to reject the evolutionary proposal n° 2.

So far, two fundamental questions for the understanding of the phenomena that have been in the origin of the three species of muralis complex have been approached:

I. Due to geographical isolation, or to particular ecological conditions, would have existed (and still exist) in the Iberian Peninsula constraints favourable to the occurrence of speciation processes?

II. Is it European or North African the origin of the species of muralis complex?

The question I, rose in the premises 4a) and 4b) has implicit factual justification: in fact, 30% of herpeto-fauna endemisms point in the way of an affirmative answer.

It is also important to notice that the high geotopographical and climatic diversity of the Mediterranean region should have allowed, even during the glaciations' hardest periods, the presence of a mosaic of highly varied plant formations, assuring the local survival of the Mediterranean plant taxa and associations (Blondel, 1986).

During the peak of Würm's glaciation, at Iberia, from Cape Finisterre to the Gulf of Cadiz and Gibraltar there would have existed an extensive area of temperate forest, and the Mediterranean coast of the Peninsula would have been rich in foci of Mediterranean vegetation, as well as Northwest Africa (Flint, 1971; Brown and Gibson, 1983).

Therefore, the proven existence of Mediterranean refuges during Quaternary glaciations should have assured, during each glaciation, the survival of florals and faunas whose distributions were interrupted due to the geographical configuration of the region. The three large peninsulas, Iberian, Ligurian and Balkan, as the Mediterranean large islands, would have constituted disjoint biogeographic entities, within which differentiation would have been possible (Blondel, 1986).

In what concerns the North African or European origin of the genus Podarcis, it is important to consider that, although the origin of Squamata would be Permo-Triassic (McFarland et al., 1979) and the "lizards similarities" group, which includes the present telfs and lacertids, would have origin in Europe in Jurassic's end, only in the European Palaeocene is found a genus similar
to Lacerta (Plesolacerta), appearing Eolacerta only in Middle Eocene (Estes, 1978).

It is important to point out that there are not African elements in the Iberian fauna before Miocene (Savage, 1967; Crespo, 1979). This is probably due to the fact that the last previous contacts between Iberian Peninsula and North Africa had been at the end of Jurassic (Glen, 1975).

However, Arnold (1973) points out to the similarity between Podarcis hispanica and North African forms of Lacerta II, which suggests that Podarcis hispanica may be one of the most primitive forms of the genus Podarcis. This suggestion of Arnold (op. cit.) would lead Vives-Balmaña (1982) to face the hypothesis of a North African origin to the Iberian Podarcis, or at least to Podarcis hispanica.

This thesis is reinforced by the fact that in all Mediterranean Islands, representatives of the genus Podarcis are present. This fact may suggest that the initial expansion took place during the regression of Miocene’s beginning, which had been the last possibility of connection between the continent and the Mediterranean islands.

Accordingly, Podarcis hispanica differentiation, or of an ancestor, would have taken place in NW Africa before the Pliocene transgression, that separated the two continents definitively; it should therefore be attributed, at least, a Miocene origin. European expansion should then have taken place during the Miocene regression, continuing during Pliocene, evolving from populations which would have been total or partially isolated during the transgression of the beginning of this period.

Thus, to accept this hypothesis is to admit that Podarcis hispanica, differentiated in NW Africa, would have occupied the Iberian Peninsula during the Pliocene transgression and, during Quaternary, it would have differentiated into Podarcis bocagei (possibly in some refuges in Galician coastal areas, which would have allowed its survival during the glaciations peaks). Podarcis muralis would also have resulted from the pre-Pyrenean and Pyrenean differentiation of Podarcis hispanica, having occupied during Quaternary interglacial periods the whole circum-Mediterranean Europe and differentiating, during the glaciations peaks, in the refuges where the mild climatic conditions allowed its survival (evolutionary proposal n° 3).

However, the great affinity among the three species which constitute muralis complex suggests that the differentiation within Iberian Peninsula was more recent than the differentiation in Central Europe, fact that leads to a fourth proposal, also compatible with the Podarcis hispanica North African origin, although, in this case, independent of the group muralis/bocagei: a common ancestor would have originated in Europe Podarcis muralis and in North Africa Podarcis hispanica. Podarcis bocagei would have resulted from the differentiation of Podarcis muralis, with European origin, in Galician refuges during the Quaternary glacial peaks.

Nevertheless, as Vives-Balmaña (1982) states, the specific differentiation in Europe (and even in the Iberian Peninsula) is higher than between the two sides of Mediterranean, fact that suggests that the European communities are older.

On the other hand, the differences among the three species of muralis complex are so little that suggest a very strong affinity among them.

Moreover, it is important to notice that during Early and Middle Miocene the differences, as far as fauna is concerned, between Iberia and North Africa are still quite accentuated, fact that may suggest the lack of a direct relationship between both areas (Hoffstetter, 1961; Hecht et al., 1961). Also, according to Crespo (1979), during Tertiary the passage of North African species into Iberia could only have taken place during a brief period, in Pliocene, before the opening of the Strait of Gibraltar.

Therefore, the hypothesis of European origin of muralis complex may be more viable. An expansion would have taken place, as was said, in Miocene’s beginning, which is the only way of explaining the Mediterranean Insular communities. This expansion would have been of an ancestor form probably much close to Podarcis muralis. However, the evolution of the genus would have happened, as pleaded by Klemmer (1957), according to a model of glacial refuge: an European common stem (Podarcis muralis) and three groups of species in the Mediterranean insular refuges (Podarcis hispanica in Iberia, Podarcis sicula in Italy and Podarcis taurica in Greece and Balkans). Thus,
according to Klemmer (op. cit.) the evolution would have taken place in Pleistocene, by isolation in Mediterranean refuges of the Podarcis muralis common stem, having occasionally taken place post-glacial expansion of the differentiated forms, to the sympathy with the original form.

It is important to point out that the whole development of these ideas on the evolution of the muralis complex is merely a deductive exercise. It is known that evolutionary and taxonomic problems do not always adjust to deductive type reasoning. Thus, the value of this chapter is essentially the value of a model. Formally it does not matter if it is true or false. That question is not relevant. What is important is its capability to generate hypotheses, and it is in that sense that it may or may not be considered operational.

Concluding remarks

Podarcis muralis or an ancestor would have occupied Iberia during the Miocene expansion, having crossed the Betica Ar-Rif Massif during the Pliocene transgression. Later, during Quaternary glaciations peaks, in refuges with mild climatic conditions, it would have given origin to Podarcis hispanica vaucherl in NW Africa, Podarcis hispanica hispanica in the south of Iberia and Podarcis bocagei in Galicia's coast.

Thus, the glaciations should have influenced the specific and subspecific dispersion, fragmentation and differentiation.

Klemmer's thesis (1957) also agrees with Crespo's proposal (1979) of a fairly generalised invasion of Iberia by European forms, in Middle or Late Mioce

This hypothesis leads to reconsidering the taxonomic status of Podarcis hispanica vaucherl. Due to this form's differentiation being contemporary to Podarcis hispanica hispanica and Podarcis bocagei differentiation, it should be attributed a specific status, therefore Podarcis vaucherl.

The higher morphological similarity among Podarcis hispanica and Podarcis vaucherl possibly results from the fact that both species are plain morphotypes, subject to very similar selective pressures. Podarcis bocagei (morphologically closer to Podarcis muralis) should correspond to a mountain morphotype as Podarcis muralis, but subject to predominantly Atlantic climatic conditions.

The proposal of contemporary speciation which results from this model based in the thesis of glacial refuge (sensu Klemmer, 1957) leads to reconsidering the taxonomic status of all the forms of muralis complex.

If we opt for a phenetic classification model, the current taxonomic structure is formally correct, not being needed any revision.

However, in a phylogenetic perspective in which the classification is expected to reflect the evolutionary history of the group, the attribution of a subspecific status must strictly follow the evolutionary history of the entities that are object of that classification, therefore the temporal sequence. In this context, phenotypic similarity and dissimilarity may only be interpreted as convergence or divergence phenomena, or as result of different speciation rates, product of different "genetic environments" subject to different selective pressures, that is to say, as evolutionary heterochronies.

Accordingly, if one opts for a phylogenetic classification based on Klemmer's model of glacial refuge (1957), that is to say, if the speciation processes were simultaneous (if the great selective pressures which led to the Iberian Podarcis differentiation were the glacial isolation, therefore simultaneous), then the current subspecific status are formally incorrect: from a formal point of view (and also biological), if subspecies exist in Iberia, these will always be phylogenetically closer to Podarcis muralis than to Podarcis bocagei or Podarcis hispanica.

Consequently, for example Podarcis hispanica robusta, Podarcis bocagei carbonellii or Podarcis bocagei berlengensis, or they are good species, therefore Podarcis robusta, Podarcis carbonellii and Podarcis berlengensis, or they are forms phylogenetically closer to Podarcis muralis, therefore Podarcis muralis robusta, Podarcis muralis carbonellii and Podarcis muralis berlengensis, Pleistocene forms subject to different selective pressures.

For example, Podarcis bocagei berlengensis ancestor would have occupied the island of Berleng during
Quaternary glaciation peaks, due to the marine regression that would then have happened. Thus, *Podarcis bocagei beriengensis* would be an insular form of *Podarcis muralis* or of a very close form, subject to the selective pressures of a typically Atlantic climate.

Moreover, this model, if accepted, forces all studies that take it into account to use *Podarcis muralis* as reference and not any other species.

Perhaps the biggest challenge and the most interesting conclusion of the model here developed are the opportunity and legitimacy of Bouleneger's classifications (1905, 1913, 1916, and 1920).

**Perspectives**

As was said before, in general *Podarcis muralis* is considered to be the form phylogenetically closer to the *mother-form*. All other forms with more restricted distribution are considered to be populations of recent speciation.

However, observation leads us to believe that, in Iberia, the geographical separation of the possible taxonomic entities is much more complex, the existing proposals appearing to be too simplistic.

It seems perhaps more likely that, if in particular the two taxonomic entities *Podarcis bocagei* and *Podarcis hispanica* are confirmed, these have a mosaic distribution conditioned by certain selective pressures which would be decisive: stratatum nature, altitude, temperature and salinity.

Finally, it is also important to refer to behaviour as a very important factor to phenotypic variability of this group of species. The mobility of the small lizards of the genus *Podarcis* is extremely low. The recapture of the same animals in successive years exactly in the same places is proof of that. That strong attachment to the substratum should largely limit gene transference, even at very short distances, and allows the expression of a great diversity of morphotypes in relatively not extensive geographical areas. Even the existence of sexual "satellites" which constitute genetic bridges among reproductive nuclei does not seem to be very effective in determining a "populational genetic unit".

The model presented in the conclusions needs to be tested. Therefore it is fundamental:

a) A deep morphological study, in order to determine and to describe the existing morphotypes;

b) an evaluation of the biodiversity levels of the populations of these animals and of their determinants, at morphological and genetic levels;

c) a morphological analysis considering two types of characters, adaptive and non-adaptive, in order to distinguish eco-morphs from valid taxonomic entities;

d) an intensive geographical covering, aiming at accurately determining the distribution of each of the identified morphotypes;

e) to verify if the western small lizards of the genus *Podarcis* constitute a specific taxonomic unit, or if the taxonomic value of the current species is legitimate;

f) to verify, in case that isolation is not confirmed, if the western small lizards form a specific taxonomic unit with the presumably Cantabrian *Podarcis muralis*;

g) to investigate, independently of the number of specific units detected, the existence of an infra-specific mosaic structure, with the possibility of characterising the units that compose that mosaic (Bouleneger's hypothesis);

h) to develop ethological studies in order to determine to what extent acts the behaviour, in this group, as a variable that inhibits panmixia;

i) to develop a micro-ecological analysis in a multidimensional perspective, relating micro-habitat choice with morphotype;

j) finally, and related to the previous point, to determine the selective pressures which are eventually related to the process of geographical identity.

By means of crossing these ten approaches, it is possible to contribute to clarify the problem discussed in the present work.
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Note. Due to grammatical reasons of genera concordance, the correct latin names for the taxa Podarcis hispanica, Podarcis tiliguerta, Podarcis wagneri, Podarcis sicula, Podarcis hispanica robusta should be, respectively, Podarcis Hispanicus, Podarcis tiliguerta, Podarcis wagneri, Podarcis sicula, Podarcis hispanica robusta.